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Abstract. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) solutions rely on process
support systems to implement exogenous message workflows whereby one can
devise and deploy a process that helps keep a number of applications’ data in
synchrony or develop new functionality on top of them. EAI solutions are prone
to failures due to the fact that they are highly distributed and combine stand-alone
applications with specific-purpose integration processes. The literature provides
two execution models for workflows, namely, synchronous and asynchronous. In
this paper, we report on an architecture that addresses the problem of endowing
the asynchronous model with fault-tolerance capabilities, which is a problem for
which the literature does not provide a conclusion.
Keywords: Enterprise Application Integration, Fault-Tolerance.

1 Introduction
The computer infrastructure of a typical today’s enterprise can be conceived as an heterogenous set of applications (termed the software ecosystem [15]) that includes tens
of applications purchased from different providers or built at home in the last 20 years
or even earlier. Examples of typical applications are payroll and sales systems. A recurrent challenge that appears in these scenarios is to make the existing application
interoperate with each other to keep the data used by them synchronised or to create new funcionality[9]. This problem is known as Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI). In either case, the challenge is about devising and deploying a number of wrapping processes responsible for interacting with the individual applications and a number
of integration processes responsible for managing the flow of messages among the applications. A good alternative to support the design of the integration process is the use
of Process Support Systems (PSS): a piece of middleware which, among other functionalities, provides means for specifying distributed processes (e.g. EAI solutions) and
for monitoring their executions [8]. Good examples of PSSs are conventional workflow
systems [8]. PSSs based on BPEL [18] are discussed in [21]. Examples of PSSs with
focus on EAI solutions are BizTalk [4], Tibco [20], Camel [6] and Mule [17].
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A typical approach in the design of EAI is the use of a database to store inbound
messages (messages coming from the individual applications to the integration process) until all the messages needed to start the integration process arrive. A distinctive
feature of this approach is that it involves only a simple message workflow composed by
several tasks that receive, transform and send outbound messages (messages out of the
integration process to the applications); tasks might also request a wrapping process to
interact with an application, fork the message workflow, and so on. A notorious limitation of this approach is that it uses memory inefficiently in applications where requests
issued by tasks to individual applications take long (hours or days) to fulfil. In these
situations the integration process instance remains blocked until the response arrives.
Though some techniques have been proposed to ease this limitation (notably, dehydration and rehydration [4,21]), we consider the synchronous approach unsatisfactory; thus
in this article we explore the suitability of asynchronous integration processes.
The distinctive feature of the asynchronous approach is that it uses a single
multi-threaded process instance per wrapping or integration process to handle all the
messages. Consequently, processes that require multiple inbound messages need to include tasks to correlate messages internally. The appealing side of this approach is its
efficiency in resource consumption[7,11].
EAI solutions are inherently distributed: they involve several applications that might
fail and communicate over networks that might unexpectedly delay, corrupt or even
loose messages. Thus they are susceptible to a wide variety of failures [8,19]. To be of
practical use, EAI solutions need to include fault–tolerance mechanisms [1].
Fault–tolerance in the context of PSS is not a new topic; several authors have studied
the problem before but only within the context of the synchronous approach discussed
above and with a single process in mind, i.e., overlooking typical EAI solutions that
involve several wrapping and integration processes. To help cover, this gap in this paper
we propose a solution based on an asynchronous approach with fault-tolerance features.
The only assumption we make is that messages produced by integration processes are
enriched with information about the original messages used to produce them.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related
literature; Section 3, introduces relevant concepts. The architecture that we propose is
presented in Section 4; Section 5, presents a case study; finally, we draw conclusions in
Section 6.

2 Related Work
Our discussion on fault-tolerance in EAI is closely related to the issue of distributed
long-running transactions introduced in[16]. This seminal work inspired research aimed
at the design of process support systems with fault–tolerance features. The effort
resulted in several proposals that can be roughly categorised into two classes:
algorithm–based where algorithms are used to handle faults automatically and fault–
handling–based where faults are handled by rules defined by the designer. An abstract
model for workflows with fault–tolerance features is discussed in [3]; this paper also
provides a good survey on fault-tolerance approaches. An algorithm for implementing
transactions in distributed applications where the participating applications co–operate
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to implement a distributed protocol is presented in [1]. An algorithm for the execution
of BPEL processes with relaxed transactions where the all or nothing property is relaxed is presented in [12]. In [13] the authors enhance their approach with a rule–based
language for defining specific-purpose recovery rules.
An algorithm for handling faults automatically in applications integrated by means
of workflow management systems and amenable to compensation actions or to the two–
phase commit protocol, is suggested in [8]. Exception handling in applications where
compensation actions are difficult or infeasible to implement is discussed in [14].
[2] proposed an architecture to implement fault-tolerance based on ad–hoc workflows. For instance using a web server as a front-end, an application server, a database
server and a logging system. They assume that a workflow is always activated on arrival of one request message which flows through the components of the workflow; thus,
their recovery mechanism relies on the trace of every message through the system.
An architecture for fault–tolerant workflows, based finite state machines (message
sequence charts) that recognise valid sequence of messages of the workflow is discussed
in [5]. Recovery actions are triggered when a message is found to be invalid, or the
execution time of the state machine goes beyond the expected time.
An approach to provide fault–tolerance to already implemented Petri net controllers
is presented in [11] and [7]. The original controller is embedded unaltered into a new
controller with the original functionality but enlarged with additional places, connections, and tokens, aimed at detecting failures. A discussion on how to provide Petri
net–modelled discrete event systems is also presented.
From the analysis of the previous proposals, we conclude that they share a number
of common issues. They all deal with a single process, except for [2], which can neither
deal with multiple inbound messages. This is a shortcoming because a typical EAI solution involves several wrapping and integration processes; note, too, that the inability
to deal with multiple inbound messages is problematical insofar an integration process
can be activated by a single application, but there are many applications where an integration process is started by the occurrence of multiple inbound messages arriving
from different applications. Another common limitation among the works mentioned
above is that, with the exception of [7,11], they support only the synchronous execution
model. In addition, the proposals that deal with the asynchronous model focus on Petri
Net controllers, i.e., they neglect the problems of distributedness, software ecosystems,
and so on.

3 Definitions
3.1 EAI Solutions
As shwon in Fig. 1, a typical EAI solution has several wrapping processes used to
communicate the solution with applications and several integration processes that implement the integration business logic. Processes use ports to communicate with each
other or with applications over communication channels. Ports encapsulate tasks functionalities like receive, request and send; and help abstract away from the details of the
communication mechanism, which may range from an RPC-based protocol over HTTP
to a document-based protocol implemented on a database management system.
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Fig. 1. Layers of a typical EAI solution

3.2 Failure Semantics
A dependable system is one on which reliance can be placed on the service that it
delivers. Fault-tolerance is an important means to achieve dependability. Faults, errors
and failures represent impairments to dependability [10]. A fault may be internal to
the EAI solution or external (within the software ecosystem). In both cases, when they
occur, they are the cause for errors that impact the EAI solution. Errors represent the
point where the EAI solution deviates from its normal processing and if not handled
lead the solution to a failure perceived by the user.
The general assumption we make about the reliability of the components involved
in an EAI solution is that they might occasionally fail. Internal faults might occur in
components of the EAI solution, such as processes, ports and communication channels;
furthermore, external faults might occur in the software ecosystem. To provide EAI
solutions with a mechanism to tolerate failures, we first need to identify the failure semantics that its components are likely to exhibit and stipulate what kind of errors the
EAI solution should be able to tolerate: detect at runtime and execute a corresponding error recovery action to handle the specific error. Our architecture accounts for the
following failures: omission, response, timing, and message processing failures.
Omission Failures (OMF): We assume that once a communication operation is started
by a port, it terminates within a strictly defined time interval and reports either success
or failure. OMF model situations where network, application and communication channel problems prevent ports from sending or receiving a piece of data within the time
interval.
Response Failures (REF): REF are caused by responders (an application or communication channel) sending incorrect messages. Thus before being acceptable for processing, messages need to satisfy a validation test (e.g., headers and body inspected) that
results in either success of failure.
Timing Failures (TMF): A message has a deadline to reach the end of the flow, which
is verified by ports. Ports report success for timely messages and failure for messages
with overrun deadlines. Both internal and external faults influence TMF.
Message Processing Failures (MPF): Ports and processes signal MPF when they are
unable to complete the process of a message; otherwise success is signalled.
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4 Architectural Proposal
The architecture we propose to provide fault-tolerance for EAI solutions is shown in
Fig. 2 as a metamodel. This metamodel introduces the components involved in the construction of rules, exchange patterns, and mechanisms for error detection and recovery.
As depicted in the metamodel, an EAISolution can define multiple ExchangePatterns
(MEPs) and Rules. Events are notifications to the monitor, generated by Sources inside the EAI solution, that in conformance with our failure semantics have type EventTriggerMessageType to report successes or failures during the workflow execution.
Source can be a Port or a Process. Each MEP defines a set of inbound and outbound
source ports, from which events are reported. A rule is composed of a Condition and an
Action. So, a condition can be SimpleCondition, represented by only a single event, or
CompositeCondition, which contains two conditions connected by a LogicalOperator. When the condition is true, action executes the corresponding error recovery action
defined by the rule. The Monitor observes one or more EAI solutions to detect potential
failures and triggers mechanisms to handle them. As shown in Fig. 3 the monitor is
composed of a Log, a SessionCorrelator, an ExchangeEngine, a RuleEngine, an
EntryPort, and ExitPorts.
4.1 The Logging System
The logging systems is represented by the Log where all success and failure events reported by sources inside EAI solutions are permanently stored. The monitor receives

Fig. 2. Metamodel of an EAI solution with fault–tolerance
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Fig. 3. Abstract view of the monitor

events through an entry port and stores them in the log from where they are available
to the other components of the monitor. Roughly speaking, the log is composed of several LogEntries that record information about events, such as, the fully qualified event
source name, date and time of occurrence, and a copy of the message under process at
the time of occurrence of the event. By qualified, we mean the name of the EAI solution
that originated the event, followed by the unique name of the source inside the solution.
Name uniqueness of sources of events allows the monitor to observe one or more EAI
solutions simultaneously. The log is shared by the session correlator, the exchange engine, and the rule engine. It can also provide information to a MonitoringSystem,
interested in assessing the health state of an EAI solution.
4.2 The Session Correlator
The session correlator session-correlates messages inside the log. Its output is used by
the exchange engine to determine the state of MEPs instances and to trigger recovery
actions. Since in our architecture a task within a process can take several input messages
and produce several output messages, it is not trivial to determine what messages belong
to different workflow sessions. To solve the problem, we enrich composed messages
with information about the original messages used to compose them; next we establish
a parent–child relationship between messages to session–correlate them: two arbitrary
messages ma and mb are session–correlated if ma is the parent of mb or mb is the
parent of ma . Likewise, three messages ma , mb and mc are session-correlated if mc is
an ancestor of both ma and mb .
4.3 The Exchange Engine
The exchange engine is responsible for managing MEPs. A MEP represents a sequence
of message exchange among the participating applications. The textual notation we use
to specify MEPs is shown in Fig. 4. An EAI solution can have one or more MEPs, thus
different message workflows can occur inside a given EAI solution.
MEPs deal only with messages of success type from the ports listed in Inbound
and Outbound sets, so there is no need to explicitly specify types. When the exchange
engine finds two or more session-correlated messages in the log which came from different ports in a MEP, it creates an instance of this MEP and associates to it a max time–
to–live parameter; max time–to–live is global and imposes a deadline on the instance
to successfully complete. The session-correlated messages may fit into more than one
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Fig. 4. Syntax of Exchange Patterns and Rules

MEP, so in this case an instance of each MEP will be created. Inbound contains a set of
fully qualified port names, from where inbound messages come. Similarly, Outbound
contains a set of port names to where outbound messages are reported. The syntax for a
fully qualified name is as follows: eai solution name:: process name::port name,
where eai solution name defaults to EAISolution.
The job of the exchange engine is to detect completed, in-progress and incomplete
MEPs in an EAI solution; also it detects messages that has been in the log for a long
time without participating in any MEPs; we call them odd messages. A completed MEP
instance indicates that several correlated inbound messages were processed successfully
by an EAI solution’s workflow within the max time-to-live deadline; the exchange engine detects them by finding all session-correlated outbound messages for this MEP
instance in the log. An in-progress MEP instance contains two or more correlated messages (not necessary outbound) in the log, has not overrun its max time-to-live deadline,
and is waiting for more outbound message(s) to arrive. An in-progress MEP instance
is declared incomplete when its deadline expires. MEP instances fail to complete due
to failures detected during their workflow execution, thus they trigger the rule engine
which, if necessary, initiates the execution of error recovery actions (see Fig. 5).
It is possible that an incomplete MEP instance might be completed beyond its deadline and after the execution of its error recovery action. Situations like this are detected
and signalled by the monitoring system.
4.4 The Rule Engine
The rule engine is responsible for managing the Event–Condition–Action (ECA) rules
of EAI solutions. When the condition of a rule evaluates to true, i.e., a set of sessioncorrelated messages that activate it is found, the rule engine creates an error recovery
message and invokes an error recovery action by means of an exit port. The error recovery action contains the logic to handle the error. Error recovery actions are external
to the monitor, and, although they are designed specially to be executed against an application or communication channel, they can be reused if necessary.
Rules take into account both success and failure events. Additionally, events came
not only from ports but also from processes, and contain source–name and event–type,
cf. Fig. 2. The general syntax is: eai solution name::source name:event type. If
the source is a port, then it must also include the name of the process to which the port
belongs, cf. Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Example of EAI solution with fault-tolerance

5 Case Study
To illustrate our approach, an EAI solution for a fictitious company is shown in Fig. 5. It
integrates five applications deployed before the EAI solution which were not designed
with EAI integration in mind and run independently from each other. The EAI solution
has one integration process and five wrapping processes, one for each application. i The
main goal of the solution is to collect bills from the Billing System (BS), merge them
with their corresponding order(s) provided by the Inventory System (IS) and to produce
a single merged message. A copy of the merged message is sent to the CRM System
(CS) while a second copy is sent to the Notification System (NS) which is responsible
for notifying the customer about his or her purchase. Finally, a third copy of the message
is sent to the Purchase System (PS) which stores records of purchases. A bill may be
associated with more than one order; in this case the order number is used to compute
local correlation.
To better illustrate some features of our architecture we assume some constraints
imposed on the EAI solution. First, the merged message must be successfully sent to
the CS and PS by Port 3 and Port 4, respectively. Any failure that prevents one of the
applications from receiving the session-correlated message triggers the execution of
a recovery action against the application that succeeded. Second, inbound message(s)
are successfully processed in two situations: when all target applications (CS, PS and
NS) receive the session-correlated message, or when only the CS and the PS receive
it. Failures in Port 5 do not invalidate the workflow execution, they only trigger the
execution of an error recovery action that stores records stating that the customer could
not be notified. The design of error recovery actions are out of the scope of this paper.
The last constraint to this EAI solution is that orders and bills are delivered within 2 to
5 seconds to the target applications.
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To account for these constraints, the EAI solution has two MEPs and three rules, cf.
Fig. 5. The first MEP defines two inbound ports and two outbound ports. This implies
that a MEP instance is completed when session-correlated messages for all these ports
are found in the log. The second MEP also includes Port 5 in the outbound list; this
represents another alternative for the EAI solution to complete successfully. In cases
when an incomplete MEP is detected by the exchange engine, the rules are evaluated
by the rule engine and the corresponding recovery actions are executed.

6 Conclusion
We have proposed an architecture for EAI solutions enhanced with fault–tolerant features, in the context of process support systems. We argued that existing proposals that
deal with fault-tolerance in the context of process support systems are based on synchronous execution models and consequently, are memory consumption inefficient. In
response, we explored an asynchronous execution model. We introduced our architecture proposal from the perspective of its metamodel; it includes a monitor that detects
failures and triggers recovery actions. We discussed and addressed different classes of
failures. MEPs and rules are configured by means of an ECA-based language that is part
of the proposed architecture. Incomplete MEPs cause the activation of rules to execute
error recovery actions. To support our ideas we presented a case study.
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